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the essence of the attack on the revolution of 1918-1919 was that
it was legal and therefore incomplete; that a party which waited
for power until sufficient numbers of those against whom it had
raged gave it legal title to power was by that fact alone incapable
of achieving revolution. This was the dilemma into which their
Leader had led them, and between Icgalisrn and revolution they
had no difficulty at all in choosing. One by one, and then in
greater numbers, they went over to the party that had always been
illegal,, that had never been anything but revolutionary—to Com-
munism—and many of those who did not go over were as Com-
munist as those who did. If the Communist party had been a
native force instead of a foreign agency it could have turned
this development to profit; because it was not,, it failed even to
profit by a similar movement in its own ranks. In 1932 that
revolutionism of which we spoke in an earlier chapter as having
been baulked and betrayed,, for a moment became a force; it very
nearly became a movement, a national Communism. Official
Communism stood revealed now in all its sterility; it was quite
incapable, when the chance offered, of using German revolu-
tionism; the tuition of Moscow had robbed it even of the power
to take advantage of the weapon that historical development put
into its hand.
The new revolutionism was not Marxist,, not Bolshevik, though
in its inexperience it used Bolshevik phraseology; it was anarchist
as all genuine revolutionism is. It thought in terms of the clean
sweep, but it also thought in terms of construction after the clean
sweep. It was the challenge of the future, an incoherent challenge;
it may be that in twenty years' time we shall hear a faint echo
of it down the years and date the newest Europe from the day it
became audible.
The official leadership was quite deaf to it. The explosion of
wrath at the Beuthen verdicts drowned it. Hitler was still a prey
to gloom, but under the spell of his own eloquence the gloom
was vanishing. He intrigued valorously with anyone who offered,
listened to Papen, to Schleicher, to Hugenberg, to the Centrists,
while preparing to summon his legions to yet another last battle.
But while he was plotting as doggedly as any of the despised

